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1989·90 editor selected'
by Kathleen Cressler
The University News
,; ..
Rosemary Hardin has been
selected as the U News editor in chief
for next year.
Hardin 'currently is a reporter at
the News and served as chief copy
editor last semester. She was hired by
the Newspaper Advisory Board,
which has the power to hire and fire
the editor in chief and to oversee the
paper's finances.
Hardin plans to give the paper a
new name and make some office
changes she said.
Hardin said she wants to keep the
new name "under wraps for awhile."
She also wants to expand the paper
to 16pages, adding a page for a mini-
cold drill, a literary page for material
.~ .. like poems, (providing) another
place for students to get published,"
Hardin said. Hardin wants this to be
an "off the wall" page for "weird
stuff, "a "do-anything page."
Hardin said she will dedicate
another page to aski package which
will come out mid-fall.
The editorial page also will change
Hardin said. Twoeditorials will give
opposing views on a single issue. "I
. think it's a real balanced idea," Har-
din said. She added that the editorial
staff may not support both viewsbut
readership will increase because there
, are students who support both.sides,
Hardin said the editorial page will
take stands and make a difference.
She said, "college papers have the
luxury of treading where other
r metropolitan papers can't .tread."
She added that she wasgoing to push
the paper to the limit.
Hardin said most other sections
such as "Oui and About," will stay
the same.
All of these changes are definite,
including more illustrations with the
stories, Hardin said. .
Hardin was born in Eugene, Ore.,
and began her writing career as an
editor on her high school paper in
Portland. She was a technical writer
for several years for different firms
in Wyoming and worked as' a dental
hygienist for sevenyears. She said she
didn't know how she ever got into
dentistry, but when she graduated
from high school she did not feel
confident enough 'to become a
reporter. Hardin currently is working
at The Idaho Statesman as a night '
copy assistant.
Hardin became a student at BSU
in the summer of 1988 and began
working on the paper that fall.
Blacks told: Go to
black co./leges
(CPS)-A Milwaukee group is
trying to' dissuade black students
from going to predominantly
white colleges, asking them to try
black colleges instead.
To protest racist incidents at
mostly white campuses, Matthew
Stelly, editor of The Milwaukee
Courier, has started the Black
College Recruitment Association,
See 'Schools,'page.,10
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Union renovation
schedule changed,
plans revamped.
See page three for details.
Grant makes Admin. Building safe
by Dana Cassadore
The University News
For the' past few weeks,anyone
walking through the Administration
Building has been greeted by the
sounds of hammers and saws.
Physical Plant Director Gene McGin-
nis said the construction, which will
last a few more weeks, will improve
the building's safety.
McGinnis said the project involves
two safety upgrades. One is an in-
crease in fire protection to meet the
Life Safety Code. The installation of
walls and doorways to section off
stairwells from' the rest of the
by Carol O'Brien
The University News
Idaho's colleges and universities
soon may get a new workstudy pro-
gram, offering aid to more students,
if a new bill passes the state
legislature, according to ASBSU lob-
byist Dan Robbins,
"The Idaho workstudy bill, with a
million dollars to work with and
favorable reviews, was in committee
on Monday (Feb.27). With a few
minor revisions, it is'now ready to go
to the House floor," Robbins said.
House Bill 237 says the new
workstudy program would aid needy
students in earning money for
college.
Robbins said the workstudy pro-
building will provide better protec-
tion for people working on the top
two floors, he said. As part of the
first upgrade, elevator shafts are be-
ing modified to protect against
smoke.
The cost of the remodeling project
is $84,000, and it is being paid for by
a grant from the state legislature.
The second project involves the in-
stallation of a new computerized fire
alarm system, in the Administration
Building and a number of other older
buildings on campus, McGinnis said.
The new system costs $284,000.
McGinnis said the current fire
alarm system offers no real protec-
tion. "We were fortunate to get this
(grant)," he said.
Though the construction has been
done during the day, when the
building is being used, BSU staff
members who work in the building
said the work has been only a minor
inconvenience.
In the next few months, inore
minor construction projects are
planned tentatively, McGinnis said.
A new underground sprinkler system
will be installed around the Ad-
ministration and Math/Geology
buildings. A new sewer line also is
planned, he said.
Legislators may increase workstudy
Bush budget to cut colleqe aid
(CPS),-Overall spending on
college student aid.would drop a
little, certain kinds of grants
would disappear, black colleges
would get more inoney and the
federal government would provide
less money for students to borrow
under the budget proposal Presi-
dent George Bush made to Con-
gress Feb. 9;
The proposal, which Congress
will now consider, covers federal
higher education spending fOfthe
Oct. I, 1989-Sept. 3D, 1990, fiscal
year.
"It looks more impressive than
it actually is," according to
Charles Saunders of the
American Council on Education.
Janet Lieberman of the United
States Student Association, which
represents campus presidents in'
Washington, D.C., said it "is ac-
tually cutting education funding
by,not allowing for inflation. He
says he's freezing defense spen-
ding, but there he's allowing for
inflation. Overall spending on col-
lege student aid would drop a
'little, certain kinds of grants
would disappear, black colleges
would get more money and the
federal government would provide
less money for students to borrow
under the budget proposal Presi-
dent George Bush made to Con-
gress Feb. 9.
The proposal, which Congress
will now consider, covers federal
higher education spending for the
Oct. I, 1989-Sept.30, 1990, fiscal
year.
gram would provide more money for
more students than the current pro-
gram. "The newworkstudy program
would mean an opportunity to put
an-additional 3,50D-4,500students on
the payroll to receive work study
assistance. The current program is
semester-by-semesteron a first-come,
first-served basis, and students who
are on workstudy one semester may
not apply in time to be on workstudy
the next semester," Robbins said.
Inconsistency in funding from
semester to semester "creates an add-
ed hardship on an already needy stu-
dent," Robbins said. "Work study
should be continuous for ongoing
students."
The current program aids
3,000-4;500 students, depending on
the application and the money
allocated, he said
"There was a time when the
workstudy program was nearly kill-
ed because of the fiscal extent of it.
State Sen. Atwell 1. Parry had tem-
porarily drawered the bill, but
students protested, and Sen. Parry
brought the bill back after making
some changes in it. He has been a
very good force behind this bill and
in getting it going," Robbins said.
In order to be eligible for the pro-
gram, the bill says, students must be
enrolled at least half-time and in •
academic good standing at an ac-
credited institution. .
Students will work no more than
20 hours a week and must be paid at
least monthly, the bill says.
"It looks more impressive than
it actually is," according to
Charles. Saunders of the
American Council on Education.
Janet Lieberman of the United
States Student Association, which
represents campus presidents in
Washington, D.C., said it "is ac-
tually cutting education funding
by not allowing for inflation. He
says he's freezing defense spen-
ding, but there he's allowing for
inflation,"
"There is a new climate,"
Saunders said. "It's refreshing to
have a guy (like U.S. Dept. of
Education Secretary Lauro',
Cavasos), It's much' better than
(President Reagan's Secretary of
Education William) Bennett, who
would come in and say 'Okay you
bastards, we're' gonna cut your
funding:"
"It's a significant improvement
over what we got from Reagan,"
ACE's .David Merkowitz said.
"Last year was the first year
Reagan didn't try to decimate stu':
dent aid." . .,
While the Bush budget does
vary from the one proposed' by
Reagan in mid-January-e-most
notably, it calls for greater fUII-
ding for pre-school, elementary
and high school progranis-e-
Bush's planned spending for
higher education docs not differ
thai much from,Reagan!s., .
"The real point, is: .Are tIle
. needs being met forpostsecon-
dary education now?" Saunders
said, adding that; "We'releftwith
the same concerns we had when
President Reagan released his
budget in January," •
The Bush budget would award.
$5 'million to 570 high school
students who excel in science as
college scholarships. By 1992, the
Bush budget'calls for $20 million
to be awarded in science grants.
The Bush budget also calls for
$10 million to help bolster tradi-
tionally blackcolleges and univer-
sities. The budget calls for that
funding te increase to $16million
.by 1992.
overall student aid spending,
however" would drop to $8.8
billion, ,down. from .1989's .$8.9
billion. But those who need it
most, according' to 'the ad-
ministration, still will get federal
help to go to college.
Like all eight of Reagan's
budgets, Bush's budget proposes
killing the State Student Incentive
Grants program, lelling. the
students who currently getSSIGs
apply for Pell Grants instead.
, The Pell Grant .program, in
turn, would get $4.74 billion, up
from 1989's$4.48 billion. The ad-
, .ministration also would let part-
time students" getPelI grants,
something they are prohibited
from doing now.
"That's good, ',' Lieberman
said. "It's an encouraging move.
This is a step' in the right
direction."
. .: '." ::~-.,:. .
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.Buckle. Up,
Idahol
GUADALAJARASUMMERSCHOOL
University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses: anthropol-
. ogy, art, bilingual edu-
cation, folk music and.
folk dance, history,
phonetics. political sci-
ence, Spanish langu-
age and literature and
intensive Spanish. Six-
. week session. July 3-
August 11,1989. Fully
accredited program.
M.A. degree in Span-
ish offered. Tuition
$510. Room and
board in Mexican
home $540. EEO/ AA
Write
GuadalaJara
Summer School
Education Bldg .. Room 225
University of Arizona
TUClon, AZ 85721
(6021621-4729 or
621-4720
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
WeatlUhave· .
SUMMER· JOBS
, AVAILABLE.·'"
fbtdrnt pdntaa
resident advisors
gnxmda mefnten!blNl
, .. 1Ibca'eaI
~supervIaors
c:anlbeacc aides
asslstent housekeeping supervisor
~aIdes
Applfcatlons ewaUableat the.qoloe qf
STUDENT RESIDENTIAL LIFE
AdmInIstration B •Rm. 214 DEADIJNE3-20-1989
A SPECIAL EVENING WITH
Slngo,.songwrlto,o' ouch hits as "Short """'plo': "/ LDI'B L.A."
and his CVmJnI hit "11'5 Money Thai Matters."
Tuesday, March 21, 1989
8:00 p.m. ',t
MORRISON
CENTER
fot th. PerlOlmlno All.
TIckets
$15,50
AV.i1.b~O .t;~
S -a-
V
Phone Orders 385-1110
UYouKnew
What They Felt Like,
YoutlBe
Wearing Them Now..
Fees go up to fundcornputers
A proposal has been presented to establish a computer fee of
$8 per full-time student and $1 per credit hour for part-time
students. . . . . .
This proposal-is available !or insp~cuon during regular b~smess
hours at the Office of the vlce-President for Student Affairs Ad-
ministration Building room 210.. ,
A hearing on the proposed computer fee will be held March 14
at 2:30 p.m. in the Student Union Senate Chambers.
Those interestedmay submit oral testimony at the hearing or writ-
ten testimony before the March 14date. Anyone wishing to testify
in person may sign up in advance at the Office of the Vic~ Presi-
dent for Student Affairs orat the hearing. People presenting oral
testimony are asked to provide a written copy of the testimony to
the hearing officer. . . '
Final action on this proposal will be taken no later than April 1.
GI bill about to run out of time
The most widely used GlBiIl of all time is in its final year, and
the VeteransAdministration is alerting thousands of Vietnam-era
veterans that their eligibility period is about to end. '
On Dec.· 31, education benfits will expire for approximately
750000 veterans the VAestimates are still potentially eligible, some
of whom are enrolled in schools and receiving assistance.
Under the law, the VA will stop sending-Gl-Bill payments to
veterans attending school or.in training programs resulting from
qualifying active-duty service between Jan. 31, 1955 and Jan. I,
1977.
Not affected by the expiration date are veterans enrolled in the
V/J(sother education programs, including the Veterans' Educational
Assistance Program and the Montgomery GI Bill for active duty,
and reserve and National-Guard members who served after June
30, 1985. ,
Veterans in doubt about their eligibility for education benefits
should contact the nearest VA Regional Office. '
Snake River water video available
A new videotape explaining the history and background of the
Snake River Basin Adjudication of water rights is available for free
loan to individuals and groups interested in the-historic water rights
case.
The 30-minute video tape features David Shaw, Adjudication
Bureau Chief of the Idaho Department of Water Resources, who
,explains why the water rights adjudication became necessary. The
,SRBA will affect water users in 38 ofldaho's44 counties.
The video also explains how a claim notice is filed and how the
SRBA is being administered.
The tape is available by calling toll-free 1-800-451-4129.
Spend the summer planting brush
The Boise National Forest is seeking volunteers willing to spend
a day tohelp wildlife.
The Boise Forest needs hundreds of volunteers to help plant
30,000 bitterbrush shrubs near Arrowrock Reservoir on March 18,
19 and 25. '
The project is designed to increase the food supply for mule deer
wintering on the Arrowrock Front. The Boise forest, with the help
of volunteers, has planted 50400 acres of bitterbrush on the front
each year since 1976. The planting has greatly increased the sur-
vival rate of deer. ' '
People and organizations interested in volunteering should con-
tact Bob Carpenter or Larry Donohoo atthe Boise District Office
of the Boise National Forest, 5493 Warm Springs Avenue, Boise,
343-2527.
Northwest AAHPERDers convene
The 56th annual convention of the Northwest District American
-Alliancefor Health.Physical Education, Recreation and Dance will
begin March 9 at 7:30 p.rn. in the SPEC. '
" "Cedar Rapids is not the end of the world but you can see it
from there," .is the title of Tom Ecker's keynote address. .
.. On March 10 at 8:30 a.m., Ecker will talk on "Purism in'
, AthleticS-Focus on Drugs and Athletes." .
!he AAHPERD conferencewill continue through March II, featur-
IDg~ore than 70 speakers presenting papers on-health and athletics.
.KeithHenschen, sports psychologist for the U.S. women's Olyrn-
pic gymnasncs team and a professor at the University of Utah, will
present a s;cond keynote speechMarch 10,at 9:45 a.m, in the SPEC..
Hensche.ns tal.k, "Body by Fisher ... Brain by Mattell," lambasts
the public's failure to achieve its potential. At 11 a.rn. on March
'IO,-Henschen will conduct a workshop on the "Uses and Abuses
of Sports Psychology in Sport." .,
The conference concludes March II with an honor awards lun-
c~eon.at 1~:30p.m, in the StudentUnion,Ballroom.
R~~lstratlort for the three-day conference is $75. For non-
p.artl:lpants who wish to attend the keynote addresses only, admis-
sion ~s$10 at the door. Registration will take place March 9, 5-7
p.m~m.tlie foyer of the Human Performance Center. For more in-
formation, call 385-3475. '
"
, ,
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Stude'nt Union renovation suffers cutbacks,d~,Jay~
by Karen Kammann current proposals are too costly, he ' . , '
The University News said.
Blaesing said construction is slated
to begin this November and end the
following fall and will be "a phased
project-hopefully to' provide a
minimal interruption of service." He
, said the Student Union will not shut
down altogether.
The current plans include adding
a20,OOO square-foot, two-story ad-
dition which will connect the Student
Union with the SPEC lobby. The first
floor of theadditlon should include
the ASBSU executive and legislative
branches, the, Student Programs
Board, a 24-hour student lounge and
a poster room where student groups
can paint banners and.signs,
"What I'm really excited about is
the way this increases the visibility of
ASBSU," Blaesing said. The ex-
ecutive and legislative branches, ac-
cording to the current plan, will be
on the addition's main corridor and
have partly glass fronts.
"There is a 24-hour study area,
because people have asked for that, "
.he said. "There's also a quiet lounge,
devoted to that purpose."
Blaesing said the additon will have
gates which will divide it from the
main building at night so it can stay
open 24 hours.
, The plans include moving the
Visitor's Center into the Student
Union and leasing more space on the
The renovation of the Student
Union is running a little behind the
original schedule, but the manage-
ment is projecting a fall, 1990 finish.
for, the project, according to BSU
Student Union' Director Greg
Blaesing. '
He said the project's schedule has
been revised because the schematic
designtook longer thanexpected, in-
cluding seven different designs and
accompanying budgets to be
reviewed. '
"The budgeting was very difficult,
which is a nice way of saying we had
to cut back the scope of the project,"
Blaesing said.
The Student Union administration
originally requested $7 million for the
project, but the State Board of
, Education' allocated, $4.5 million,
Blaesing said. '
More cuts may be in order for the
renovation, as there are two more
budgets to be approved before the'
construction work goes out to bid.
Blaesing said there will be a budget
available after the design develop-
ment is completed at the end of April
and another one .after the working
drawings done by 'the architects for
the contractors have been completed
in August. Cuts may have to be made
after the design development if the
Balloons were much In evidence I!I the Student Union March 3, commemorating the union's 47th anniversary,
Photo by Sue Ellen Koop
first floor for services. The Bookstore
should gain about 500'square feet"
Blaesing said, and the Recreation"
Center and Outdoor Rental Center
should stay the same size. Tho private
dining rooms are planned for the
Union Street Cafe, he said.
The building's northwest entrance
will have an elevator and a staircase,
both with access to all three floors.
Blaesing said there will be three
elevators, one in the addition. He
said every effort is being made to
,make the building handicapped-
accessible, and two students in
wheelchairs are part of the 'group
making suggestions .for the
renovation.
Plans call for the second floor of
the addition to house the ASBSU '
Judiciary, the Student Union ad-
ministration, assignable offices and
work stations for student clubs and
organizations and the 'building's
graphic artist. '
Blaesing said the plans are to cut
a corridor through the existing
ballroom and add asecond.ballroom
with a seating capacity of 1,000.
The remodelled Student Union, he
said, should have 'additional lounges
and meeting spaces, and some of the
new meeting rooms will be larger
than the ones currently on the
building's, second fI?or. ,
Equipment, training can make skiing m~re safe
by Evon Mcintyre
The University News
Last year, approximately 500 in-
juries occured at Bogus BasinSki
Resort alone. Although the number
of ski injuries has dropped 50 per-
cent from 10 years ago, due to better
equipment, being aware of, safety
precautions. is still necessary. n
Knee injuries are the most com-
mon, according.to Senior National
Ski Patroller Beau Parent. The knee
is one of the most delicate places in
the body, Parent said.
Most ski accidents are caused
when people exceed their abilities, he
said, so keeping yourself and your
equipment in good shape is, impor-
tant. "Exercise and take your ski
. equipment to a certified ski shop and
get them safety. checked," he said.
Mowbray Brown, director of
Marketing at Bogus Basin, said ton-
ing and flexibility exercises are
recommended before skiing.
"Stretching before you go up on the,
hill is suggested," he said.
According to Brown, driving up to
Bogus Basin can be dangerous. "The
key to driving to the area and skiing
and ..• staying safe is to be prepared.
You are going into awinter environ-
ment, which is not very friendly. You
should have snow tires or chains. You
have to have anti-freeze in 'the
radiator." Brown also said it is not
advisable to leave emergency brakes
onbecause.sornetirnes they freeze on.
"In temperatures like we're having
now, where hypothermia and frost-
bite are factors, you have to dress for
conditions," Brown said. "That in-
cludes long underwear, and layered
clothing." He stressed that getting
I, over-heated and sweating and then
getting cold usually causes
hypothermia. _
Protecting exposed' parts of your
body, face, hands and cars from
frostbite also is important, according
to Brown. Being farthest from your
heart, your cheeks, nose and ears are
the areas most likely to be frost-
bitten. Wearing hats.gloves and ear-
muffs are .ways of preventing
frostbite. .
"Know the symptoms of
frostbite," he said. Those symptoms
arc gray- or white-colored skin, which
at first may sting and then become
numb ..: Rubbing frostbitten areas
ca~ses inflamation.Gelling to a
warm environment is the best irn-
mediate treatment.
Ski equipment also is important.
Brown said "Deutsch International
Norm" is stamped on the bottom of
most quality boots. "It's one of the
most recent developments in the type
of thermal plastic that these boots
are made out of," he said. .
Having the right-shaped boot for
the foot lsimportam.raccordlng to
Mark Smith, a salesman for Bob
Greenwood's Ski Haus. "When you
are talking about safety, it's really the
boots and bindings combined. Bin-
dings must be able to deal with the
shocks, twists and torques that a
more advanced skier puts through a
system."
The binding is the piece that holds
the mount on your ski. "You can go
out on a binding as 'Iong as it's
relatively modern and right for your
height and weight and have decent
luck with it, and same goes for skis,
as long as they're generally your size
and you're going to havea good day.
But if those boots don't fit you,
you're not going to have as much
fun," Smith said. Loose boots also
can be unsafe. '
,As far as which brand of ski equip-
-rnent is best, according to Smith; all
the manufacturers arc doing a good
job. Brown said, "Really what makes
a binding 'work for one person or
another is what they used in the past
and had good luck with."
Cross-country and downhill skiing
differin the types of equipment us-
ed, although the same type of
clothing is recommended for both.
Skiers should make sure they have the
proper equipment for either cross-
country or downhill skiing; the
equipment differs greatly between the
two. A salesman at any qualified ski
shop will help in determining what
is best in either situation ..
Beginners should always take
lessons before buying lift tickets and
going skiing without. any proper
training. According to Brown, the
,best thing for beginners to do is to
call the Bogus Basin Ski School at
STATE UNIVERSITYBOISE
The Student, Organization and
Hall of Fame Dinner will be held on
WEDNESDAY,APRIL 26, 1989
6:00 P.M.
Student' Umon·Ballroom
Extra nomination forms for Student OrganizationS.
and Advisor of the Year Nomination, as well as
Hall of Fame Nomination forms. Can be picked up
In the STUDENTACTIVITIESOFFICE,
DEADLINE for these applications is
March 10; 1989
For more information, caD
Student Activities at 385-1223
Jjj,jJ•.IBOISE STATE UNWERSITY ..AS1S11', StudentUn~n & AetiYfties----.. ."
336-1234. "A qualified instructor can
not only teach you how to ski, but
he can show you how to protect
yourself from injury and from the
elements," Brown said, Beginners
can sign up' for lessons at MeU
Sports and Bob Greenwood's Ski
Haus for $10 and receive a "Let's go
skiing America" coupon which en-
tities them to the lesson at Bogus
Basin. The lessons are held Sundays
at noon, Wednesdays at 10 a.rn. and
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.
For experienced skiers, skiing in
control is, necessary. "Speed is not
necessarily the objectof the game,"
Brown said. Experienced skiers
should always take necessary precau-
tions also. 'See 'Union,' page 10.
RESE,RVE OF FI CE R S' T RAI Pi I Pi G COR P S
START YOUR CIJMB TO
CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.
Apply now for'six weeks ofAnny ROTC lead-
ership lraining. With,pay, without obligation.
You'll develop ths discipline, confidence
and decisiveness it takes to succeed in any
'career. And you'll qualify 10eamArmy officer
credentials while you're completing your
college studies.' .
Find oul more. Contact Boise Stale Univer-
sity Army ROTC at 385-3600.e
. ARMY'ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMUTESTCOWGE
COURSEYOll CAl TAlE.
State support for the construction of the College of Technology is in danger.
The Joint Finance and Appropriations Committee spent the state's surplus cash
early and have reason to cut back where they can. Many believe it will be the $20
million -currently proposed for university construction.
$5.3 million of that is coming right here to Riverside Tech. That is, unless the
proposed budget is axed as an afterthought by the Senate or House. If you believe
that state support for BSU's growth should continue, you may want to pick up
the phone. The number by which you can get messages to any of your legislators
is 334-2000.If you livenear the university,you are most likelyrepresented by District
20's Sen. Karl Brooks and Reps. Jim Hansen and Pam Bengson. If you liveanywhere
in Ada County, your District 21 people are Sen. Mike Burkett and Reps. Boyd Hill
and Sheila Sorenson.
Let's pick upthe phone.
4"rh~iJ"iversiIY News March 7, 1989
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~t's·ask the state for money
Overton 0_" power -and morality
by Rick Overton
The' University News
As 1 write this, John Tower still- has a
snowball's chance _of becoming defense
secretary. I'm putting my paycheck on his
defeat on the Senate floor.
That's hardly interesting; for days USA To-
day has been telling us this in four-color
graphics. What is worth talking about is how
both sides of the Tower debate have evolved
_over the past weeks. The GOP defense of
Tower, handledmostly by Bob Dole, has pass-
ed through several stages and now has
become firmly entrenched in desperate
counter accusations.
We already have seen the early stages of
the debate. Conservative activist Paul
Weyrich carrie to Nunn's committee and
spoke of Tower's extracurricular behavior. As
Nunn let the FBlloose on Tower's past, more
and more people began to come forward with
similar stories. They had seen him drunk and
womanizing. He fooled around in Geneva.
He cheated on his wife. It became quite the
fashionable Washington activity to tattle on
the nominee. .
And then came-the-infamous FBI report.
For about a week after Nunn's committee
voted 11-9againstconfirmation of Tower, the
report was the central player. Democrats who
opposed the nomination said it presented
conclusive evidence against him. Republicans
said there was nothing in the report. It is
amazing how many different interpretations
people can get from the same words.
But lately there has been a subtle shift in
the discourse of the defenders. Highlighted
by the arrival on the scene of former Armed
Services Chairman, Presidential nominee and
Arizona Sen: (not to mention nice guy) Barry
. Goldwater, the new angle shows most ac-
curately what's happening in the minds of
our senators. Goldwater charged the
Democrats with hypocrisy, saying that if the
same standards used on Tower were used
elsewhere in government; Washington would
quickly become a ghost town. -
It makes more sense by analogy. 'Ethics, in
a sense, are the moral standards of the
religious skeptic. Our traditionally Protestant,
nation, which has-refused (to a limited ex-
tent) to write moral codes into our laws, has
chosen instead to develop standards of ethical
conduct. Just as the church is charged with
being the spiritual or moral leader of a com-
munity, government is hoped to be a leader
in ethical conduct. Just ask Gary Hart or
Sen. Joe Biden.
.- However, just as you would expect a priest
to possess higher moral standards than your
own (one of the conveniences we have allow-
ed ourselves), so would you expect the leaders
. of the highest branches of the-government
toset an example. In this light Nunn's ob-
jections make sense. John Tower hardly fits
the bill. '
Most" likely you soon will be accosted by
students bearing candidate petitions. April
12 and 13 are the ASBSU elections for seven
of the 14 Senators, the President. and Vice
'President. They must .accumulate petition
signatures to prove they are not blubbering
idiots and get on the ballot. And then peti-
tion season soon gives way to the poster
season, the speech-and-rumor season, the
promises-promises season, and finally the
election.
If you have not heard of ASBSU, you pro-
bably are far too -ignorant and reclusive to
be reading this page (which gives me a great
urge to call you all kinds of names.) Or it,
might be that student government has just
not made itself known to you, in which case
it is to your benefit to start asking a lot of
questions: Of your continually rising fees,
$16.50 a semester goes to the student govern-
ment to be spent by the President and Senate.
That's a budget which rapidly is approaching
one-third of a million dollars. This should
lead you to ask 'some very pointed and
relative, questions of any candidate in your
midst.
One of my favorites is, "De you have any
ideas how many candidates have promised
me the exact same thing you just did and then
drifted into ineffective obscurity?" Or it
could be, "Why should I care if you win?"
The bottom line is that the next month will
be all that you will see of these people. It is
a common maxim in student government that
people will work much harder to get elected
than to serve students. The reason is that
there is very little accountability. In the past,
as much as the entire Senate has resigned.
within their year-long term rather than serve
it to the end. Presidents almost never run for
re-election, and vice presidents almost never
run for president. Candidates come either out
of left field or the Senate (left of left field).
In a word, it behooves you to. grill can-
didates on campus issues which are impor-
tant to you. It may be the only chance you
get.
. tHeVI
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AIDS director calls story inaccurate
. .
risk behaviors that can transmit the virus.
Having multiple sexual partners, par-
ticipating in unprotected sexual intercourse
(both anal and vaginal) and sharing needles
are just some ways that a person is placed at
risk. Although the fear of being infected by
the virus has perhaps changed some people's'
sexual practices, the use of drugs and alcohol
can affect the decisions surrounding such
practices and place an individual at risk by
his or her behavior.
Fifth, of the 29 diagnosed cases of AIDS
in Idaho, all but seven have died. Although
about 150 people have tested positive in
Idaho, it is estimated that an additional 150
to 2,000 more people have the vii-us. The issue
of testing in this state is a difficult one
because of the laws surrounding testing.
Finally, it must be noted that although the
test might be confidentlal.vit is not
anonymous. Anonymous testing is against
the law in Idaho. If the test is positive, the
person's name is placed on a register with the
state's Bureau of Preventative Medicine.
Although state law at the present time re-
quires such lists be confidential, state law can
be changed any legislative session. Since
Idaho does not have protection in ~mploy-
ment, housing and civil rights for those who
are HIV-positive or who have AIDS, the
placement on .such a list might be detrimen-
tal to a person's future wellbeing.
If you would like further information
about HIV or AIDS, please feel free to con-
tact the Idaho AIDS Foundation, 345-2277. ,
We have written information and can provide'
speakers on the subject to various groups. We
also provide support groups for persons who
arc interested in receiving information about
AIDS. Our services are free.
Robert C. Cross
.lnterim Executive Director
Idaho AIDS Foundation
Editor, The University News; .
Fish & Game thanks volunteer feeders
assisting in the daily placing of feed 011 their
own time with their own equipment and at
their own expense, as well as those, including
many ranchers, who have donated their own
hay, grain and money. . . .
To all of you that are helping out this
. winter, my personal "thank you" as well as
deep appreciation by the Idaho Department
of Fish and Game (along with thousands of
deer, elk and birds). .
Stacy Gebhards
Region 3 Supervisor
Idaho Department of Fish and Game
The -editorial staff encourages readers,
whether students, faculty or community
members, to respond to any oj the contents
oj the newspaper, as well as subjects of
general interest.
The staff will make every effort to print
aI/letters which meet the policy requirements.
Editor, The University News;
Several statements contained in the article
about AIDS diagnosis (The UniversityNews,
Feb. 7, 1989, "AIDS diagnosis available at
Student Health Center") are both misleading
and inaccurate. Because this virus is so new
to most of us, it is difficult to keep up with
the information which is constantly forth-
coming. However, it is my belief that. ac-
.curate information is neccesary in order to
combat this epidemic.
First, although it seems to be common
practice to talk about ail AIDS virus, such
a virus does not exist. The 'virus which can
lead to AIDS is called Human Immunodefi-
ciency Virus. This virus is a retrovirus which
is found in blood, semen and vaginal fluids
in quantities sufficient to cause infection. It
cal)ses the immune system to replicate the·
virus rather than immunities against disease
which can lead to infection and death. Death
usually is caused by some opportunistic in-
fection, which is not noticed in people who
are not infected with HIV.
Second, it is impossible to know when a
person might have been infected by the virus.
Although education in HIV transmission and
'infection has been going on in Idaho since
'October, 1985, most people who have high-
risk behaviors do not know whether or not
they have been infected. A person who is in-
fected can infect others.
Third, the only test available is the test to
detect antibodies to HIV. It is 'not possible
to diagnose AIDS from such a. test. The
diagnosis of AIDS requires complicated
criteria developed by the Centers For Disease
Control. It usually involves having had an op-
portunistic infection and an impaired im-
mune system.
Fourth, I am glad to see that the number
of sexually transmitted disease~ have gone
down at BSU, but I am of the opinion that
this stude~t body participates in many high-
As of Feb. 20, an estimated 3,012 elk, 6,192 .
deer, 249 turkeys, as well as numerous game
and non-game birds are being fed throughout
Region 3 in Southwest Idaho. The major
costs of these programs are funded through
a $1.50 added to each deer, elk and antelope .
tag sold. Based on hay prices at $110 per ton .
. and the pelleted deer feed at $197 per ton
costs per animal exceed 50 cents a day, a total
of more than $4,700 per day. .
Unknown added costs of feeding wild
birds and animals this winter have been
covered b!, countless volunteers who are
Letters to the editor should be typed'
double-spaced and no' longer than 500 wont;
(approXimately 'two typed pages). The letters
must be signed and a telephone number must
be provided for our verification procedures.
. IH? reserveth.eright to edit lettersfor spell-
tng, punctuation,. grammar, length and
libelous or offensive. content,- .
March 7, 1989 The University News 5
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Fiddler on the Roof, the second-longest running show in, Broadway history, will be presented
by the BSU theater arts and music departments March 9-11 in the Morrison Center at 8 p.rn,
nightly with a matinee scheduled for 2 p.m. on March 10.
The award-winning musical tells of a father, Tevye, a dairyman, striving to uphold "tradi-
tions" amidst a society facing persecution, pogroms and banishment from their homes. Tevye
will be played by guest artist Robert Johnson from New York. '
BSU students, faculty and staff may obtain free tickets to the musical from any on-campus
Select-A-Seat outlet. Tickets for the general public are $10, $8 and $6 and are available from
all Select-A-Seat outlets. A $2 discount will be given to senior citizens, students and BSU alumni.
Ee
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Foreign-language film creates 'culture-clash' for Cliff
by CUff Hall
The University News
The plot revolves around the perilous
life of a child on the streets of present-
day Bombay, India. Most of the picture
deals with the boy, Krishna, his friends
and enemies, and his attempts to get back
home to his family.; ,
At times, it's an overwhelmingly sad
portrait sketched in the sights, sounds,
and textures of another environment.
Stunningly photographed, Salaam Bom-
bay! vibrates with a life steeped in
mysticism, passion and wretched poverty.
It's difficult at times to relate to a
country and people so distant in tastes
and beliefs as the Indians in this film. It's
a major "culture-clash." And yet it is en-
tirely rewarding-especially when the
viewer finds a moment which connects to
his or her own life, notes the universality
of people's experiences and finds the dif-
ferences' aren't that huge.
.'I couldn't help but be swept up in the
This week's review was originally to be
the second half of the "two-offensive-
movies-now-showing-in-Boise" series. Un-
fortunately, the second film, Iorch Song
Trilogy, left after being shown only one
week. Perhaps I hit the 'reaction to that
one a little too close to home. Actually,
the movie was well made and I recom-
mended it to anyone not offended by the
sight of two men kissing. It is a better
film than a lot of pictures playing right
now, and if it 'becomes available on video
tape, 1 think you. should rent it.'
Salaam Bombay! is in a limited run at
the Flicks. It's one of the Best Foreign'
Language Film entries at' this year's'
Academy Awards and stands a good
chance of winning. I really liked this'
movie a lot.
by Mark P. Jones
The University News
third song, "Cool Buzz," solved the next
dilemma; they were good! '
" This is yet another garage band out of,
California being given a chance by an in-
dependent record label, 'and Ruby
Records, distributed by Warner Brothers,
made a good bet on this one. ,
The album Beautiful delivers 11 songs,
ranging from ballads to the fast rhythm
guitar work expected of a punk band.
The band demonstrates not only their
ability but their diversity. They explore
several different styles on the album; it is
not a case of all t~e songs sounding the
same.
"Timneljng" and "Coming of Age,"
are typical punk formula tunes-here is
the situation, and we are going to scream
about it with guitars in the background.
"Cool Buzz" has a different feel to it.
The song has-a strong, almost-dance beat
to It, and a sound which could best be
A few weekends ago, some new tapes
, showed up in the office for reviewing,
and somehow 1 ended up being the first,
to listen ...
1 opened a tape not knowing what to
expect from a band called Field Trip:
especially with a cover like this one: The
band is sitting in a park, and their image
has been 'reduced to a half-finished paint
by numbers. The credits confused me
even' more.one member playing guitar
and mandolin and another doubling on
bass and sunshine-s-and then there were
the "additional noisemakers."
Oh well. 1 put the tape in the player,
turned out the lights and went back to
work. (I was printing photos, what did
you think?) The first song, "Tunneling,"
revealed the musical genre: punk. The'
action and emotional power of the film.
There were times when 1 found myself so
wrapped up in the life of the movie that 1
wanted to smack a couple of the
characters and give the "bad guys" their
due. For a film to affect me this way-
particularly a foreign film-is quite an
achievement. Even in contemporary
American films-some created just for
that specific purpose-it doesn't happen
to me all that often.
The direction is tight and creates an in-
credible variation in mood and emotional
counterpoint. Given the fact that Director
Mira Nair used unknown, untrained ac-
tors for the lead roles, she should be
commended on the excellent
performances-s-the children are natural
and believeable, The music is 'nice and fit-
ting;the script haunting, and to the point.
Most of this film is as good as movies
get.
described as R.E.M. trying punk.
.FieldTrip islike a lot of bands which
do music of this sort in that vocals are
, definitely not their strong point, but then,
that is part of what gives the music its
unique sound. If you like slightly off-the-
wall music, Beautiful is worth listening to,
arid if you like punk music without a lot
of political intensity behind it, this is,
worth buying,
, .If you plan to head off to the record
store because I mentioned the R.E.M.-likl:
qualities in Field Trip's sound, don't. You
will be disappointed. And don't expect
the local rock stations to playa lot of
this band.
If you do buy it, take it home and play
it real loud-and in the dark, so people
won't notice you dancing and singing
along. . ,
Salaam Bombay! is must-view for
anyone with a social conscience. Because
of the almost documentary-like
background of the picture, much can be
made of the environment and culture of
the people of India,' and there's difficulty
in avoiding a political stance.
The movie also isa real lesson in
, humility and understanding, mainly
because it's hard to' feel very sorry for
yourself when watching others-or, as in
this case, hllndreds-living· such pitiful,
tragic lives. How can we complain when
we live in a country that, even with all its
problems, has so much more to offer and
where we can, if we choose, change our ,
futures almost without effort?
Theater Arts Festival to feature
award-winning playwright and play'
"APrimary for Writers" will be the
topic of an address by Maria Irene Fornes on
March 8 at 7 p.m, in the Morrison Center
Stage II. Fornes is a NewYork dramatist
and winner of seven Obie awards. the annual
award presented for achievements in plays
performed off-Broadway and she has been
acclaimed "for the wit. imagination and
social outrage she has brought to Off
Broadway."
Fornes talk will open the 1989 Idaho
Invitational Theatre Arts Festival for high
school students. an annual event on the BSU
campus and the public is invited to this free
event.
A special performance of I Am Celso,
a one-man show starring Ruben Sierra of
the Group Theatre in Seattle. will follow
Fornes' keynote address at 8 p.m. on Stage II
of the Morrison Center. I Am Celso will also
be presented on March 9 at 1p.m. in the
. SPEC.
Celso is a barrio philosopher who.
inspired by the grape. holds forth on death.
religion. women. wine and song, in an often
hllartous, yet touching. manner. The play is.
based on poems by Chicano poet Leo Romero
of NewMexico and both Fornes' and
Romero's books are available at the The
Book Shop, 908 Main. and the BSU
Bookstore.
The Idaho Shakespeare Festival will
join BSU.in sponsoring a panel discussion
on "Contemporary Directions in
Playwriting", March 1i at 10 a.m, in the
Morrison Center .Stage II. Panelists will
include Fornes; Sandy 'Shtnner, Associate
Artistic Director of the Victory Gardens
Theatre in Chicago; and Phil Atlakson of
the BSU Theatre Arts Department. The
, discussion is free and open to the public.
Organist to perform
senior recital March 12 '
Women's History Month to be celebrated with play
BSUorgan student LoraKelley
wlll present a senior recital March 12
at 4 p.m. in the Hemingway Western
Studies Center.
, Kelley will perform works by
J.S. Bach, Felix Mendelssohn, Marcel
Dupre and Olivier Messiaen.
Admission is free and open to the
general public.
Phi Alpha Theta, the History
honorary society, and the BSU
Department of History are presenting
the play Out of Our Father's House in
the Hemingway Western Studies Center
on March 9-11 at 8: 15 p.m. in honor
Women's History Month. Admission is
$2 for BSU students and $3.50 for the
general public.
, Composed of six vignettes about
six women instrumental in American
history. such as Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, the original female suffragette
and "Mother" Mary Jones. a labor
organizer. the play is performed by BSU
students and is directed by BSU staff
member Claudia SCott. The play's text
is derived entirely from the diaries,
letters and journals of the characters
portrayed.
, Rocky Horror Picture Show
to return to BSU March 11
The infamous cult Illm The
Rocky Horror Picture Show returns to '
the BSU Special Events Center on
March 11 at 8 p.m. and midnight. This
rock 'n' roll SCience fiction horror satire
urges the audience to "giveyourselfover
to total pleasure." ,
Sponsored ,by the Student
, Programs Board and the Tau Kappa
Epsilon Fraternity; admission to the
, fihn is $2. Fllmgo.ers are encouraged to
bring all the items necessary to
participate in the ''Rocky Horror" fun.
To obtain a list of the items or for other
information. can 385-1223.
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touch-basically a family affair, arid
with that ambience.
Since I was doing my Big Sky
magazines at the time, some people
thought Ishould attend the NCAA
playoffs, especially since the Big Sky
repesentatives, the Weber State
Wildcats, were playing in it. I felt
some trepidation, for Iknew this was
Big Time. They arranged everything
so Icould not say no, and I was back
the next week.
The convention room was the
general gathering place for con-
viviality. From the hubbub, I figured
it was old home week, and it was, for
those who had been involved in
athletics for some -time, But after
striking up a conversation with an
NBC associate producer, I felt more
comfortable. Many-of us were new"
faces. With a nascent 'temerity, I
walked around talking with a lot of
different people.
It was when Iwas passing by the
food table for the umpteenth time
that 1 overheard, "Connie." No
women were present. A tingle went
through me as Iknew right away who
it was. Being coy and hedging my
bet-e-really not to make a fool out of
myself on the remote chance it was
not whom I thought it was-I asked
Arnie Sgalio, the Big Sky Conference
sports information director, a person '
who knows everybody. It was he,
Connie Alexander.
Now what do I do? Sure, I wanted
to talk with him, but he was holding
court informally with too many peo-
ple ringed around him.
I paced. I am not an autograph
seeker; however, I occasionally wiII
say hello to someone I think holds
glamourous-hero status. Connie
Alexander's name probably will not
send an electrical pulse through a lot
of people's veins, but it quickened
mine, because I had listened to him
on many fall nights in West Texas
when I could not be at a Southwest
Conferencefootball game.
In those days, Humble Oil spon-
sored games each week. Kern Tipps
, was "the voice of the SWC," broad-
casting the featured game of the
week. Others didthe rest. By the time
I was in high school, Kern was get-
ting old and they were grooming a .
new, "Voice of rhe- Southwest
Conference. ..
, Suddenly my chance came. It was
2 a.m., and the group was merciful-
ly breaking up. He walked over to
where I was standing to throw his
plate and cup away.
"Are you 'Connie Alexander?~; I
said, summoning up all the courage
I had. Actually, I blurted it out before
I realized I had said it and now had
to stand and . take . whatever
.happened.
"Why, yes I am," the "Voic'e"
said.
I proceeded to tell him about a
time Iwas ona double date in high
school at a drive-in listening to
Southern Methodist University
upsetting the University of Texas. He
laughed when I said our dates were
not too pleased with us, then looked
a little shocked when I repeated cer-
tain phrases he had used during the
game and-then capsuled the game.
."Why, you must be one of my
fans,' Alexander said, taken a little
aback. "I didn't really know I had
an~" -
We parted company around 4:30 .
a.m, because he did have to catch an
early morning flight and needed a
few winks. He had been in Ogden to
broadcast one of the games as he still
did occasionally. He was heading
back home to go to work.
The "Voicc" worked as a loan con-
sultant for a bank in Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
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BSI.Ibeats EWU,wins top seed" ......
by Tom Lloyd
Tile University News
The road to the NCAA's automatic
postseason playoff bid for the Big
Sky Conference runs through the
Pavilion. Even though the Broncos
dropped a 76-68 contest to the Idaho
Vandals March 2, they got a little
help. The same night, Nevada-Reno
upset Montana in double overtime
102·,93 paving the way for the' Bron-
cos to go head-to-head with the
Eastern Washington Eagles for the
host rights to the Big Sky Conference
postseason tournament. After strug-
gling for 38 minutes, BSU finally
broke away from EWU' to take a
70-63 victory and become the
number one seed in the playoffs.
The Bronco matchup against the
team's archrival Vandals was billed as
showdown number two, since BSU
had beaten the U of I the week
before. Also a Bronco victory would
mean sole possession and automatic
Big Sky playoff hosting rights. The '
U of I needed the win to stay even
with BSU and leave the rest to fate.
It was appropriately named, but on-
ly one team showed up-in the first
half.
Idaho raced to a 26-point lead do-
ing to the Broncos what they normal-
ly do to their opponents.
"That's about as good as we've
guarded all year," U of I Head
Basketball coach Kermit Davis said.
Vandal center Riley Smith agreed.
"The key to the game was the first-
half defense."
Time after time the Vandals raced
up court after Bronco turnovers or
missed shots.
"I don't think we could hit the
ocean if we were standing on a pier,"
BSU Head Basketball Coach Bobby
Dye said of the Broncos's 2S percent
shooting effort from the field in the
first half.
Bronco forward Wilson Foster hit
an NBA-style three-pointer right
before the half ended, making the
score an oddly respectable 39-22.
"In basketball, it is tough to be
keenly on top of your game-it's not
only difficult, but impossible-every
ballgame,". Dye said. "For some
reason we were just not real crisp in
the first half."
But for every bad move iri the first
half, the Broncos made right ones in
the second. Slowly chipping away,
making little runs here and there, the
Broncos narrowed the margin to 16,
then 12, down to nine, and, sudden-
ly, Chris Childs banged a 20-footer
with just under two minutes to go in
the ballgame, The Vandal lead was,
three, and the Broncos had the ball
again.
"They got down in a tough en-
vironment, but they've just got too
many competitive guys," a relieved
Davis said after the game, "Sudden-
ly, they're just a couple of free-throws
away from tying the game."
It looked like another Bronco
miracle, but as' BSU forward Rich
Blythe went to dribble around a
screen, he slipped and fell, possibly
on some ice thrown earlier in protest
over a referee's call. Blythe lost con-
trol, but U of I's James Fitch found
. and raced the distance for an un-
contested. jam and the winning
points.
"We got it down to where I
thought we were really going to mak-
ing it interesting," Dye said. "We had
ihat one turnover that 'just killed us,
but we had battled back and got in
great position."·
Dye added, "We played hard in the
second half. We made some plays in
the second half. We responded real
well."
Then the news came in: Reno had
beaten Montana. All BSU had to do
was beat EWU, a team with an 8-21
overall mark andS-tO in the
conference.
"If anyone thinks thatit's not go-
ing to be a real tough game for us to
win, they don't understand the situa-
tion," Dye said. "They have already
guaranteed in the newspapers that
they would win that game against
US.U
The Eagles needed a win to put
them into the playoffs. Otherwise,
their chances would have depended
on the Montana State-Reno outcome.
"If we don'tcome in ready to play,
we won't win the game," Dye said.
"We have got to come in ready to
play."
But one would be hard pressed to
believe the Broncos were ready to
play in another notorious first half
Good luck, Broncos"
in the Big S.ky
Tournament!
OUT OF OUR ,".
FATHER'S HOUSE
",' 1'(11./10naen,,., Jar. Hor,in and El~ Mtmam
Thursday. Friday
and saturday .
.MARCH
9,10, andll
8:10pm
Hemingway Westem Studies Center
Boise State University
$3.50 general admission
$2.00 students and seniors
Sponsored by Phi Alpha Theda and· the BSUHlatory
Department in honor of Women'. Hlatory Month
exhibition against the Eagles.
"On this road trip, we shot the ball
very poorly both first halves,"Oye
said.
Eastern Washington led 28-27 at
halftime. BSU's Brian King hit a
three-pointer; to' cut the lead but,
overall, the Broncos shot28 percent.
Some people theorized that since
Cheney, Wash., was the site of the
state high school playoffs, the Bron-
cos were thrown out of sync by not
getting to have their normal pregame
shoot-around and by having to play
at 4 p.m.
"If you have a first half like we did,
you certainly think that," Dye said.
"But we don't have room to complain
about it. If we have to do it, they have
to do it. Both teams have to show up
to play."
The Broncos came. out the second
half showing glimpses of their past,
but they still had trouble shaking the
ever-improving Eagles under the
tutelage of Bob Hoffman.
"We looked like we had control of
the game," Dye said, "but we would
make a careless play, throw the ball
over, and they would come back and
make a big play."
It was not until the four-minute
mark that Bronco forward Brian
King nailed a.three-pointer to put the
.Broncos up for good. Foster added
a couple of free throws, then Chris
Childs, who set 'the-career three-point
record earlier, tacked on another
three points and the Eagles were
defeated.
"I feel relieved that we have won,"
Dye said. "For me, I think most of
the time the feeling that goes with a
win if it's related to a championship
or a big ballgame-it will always hit
- me hours later. Right now, it's relief."
For Dye, winning and going to the
playoffs arc nothing new, but to win
the Big Sky with a team not picked
anywhere near the top is an
accomplishment.
'~s far as being proud of a group
of guys and what they've achieved,
I don't know if I've ever felt any bet-
ter about a group of guys like I do
this year's," Dye said. "The tourna-
ment is going back to Boise."
Sidelines
by Tom Lloyd
Tile University News
The playoffs arc a time when the
stars come out. No, not the tabloid
headliner type-even though some
athletes of late are making it into the
notoriety category. No, these are not
of the Hollywood celluloid ilk
either-e-alrhouglj their likenesses can
be seen more often now on the elec-
tronic screen in counties homes. No,
these are the ones from the college
rank and file.
Sometimes they are hard to spot.
Many of them double as employees
in professions. In other words, not
every broadcaster has a Dick Vitale
job .
BSU has one. Ex-BYU Head
Basketball Coach Glenn Potter
doubles as a BSU physical education
instructor and administrator. His
glamourous job, as some might see
it, is as an ESPN regional basketball
broadcaster. When BSU played the
U of I on ESPN Feb. 23, the teams
did not have to go far to find an
announcer.
In a way, the playoffs are like wat-
ching Triple-A baseball. Some of the
coaches, announcers, dignitaries and
others involved in producing the
event have seen their big leagues, so
to speak. They have been replaced
with the new breed, but they are not
ready to be put out to pasture. On the
other hand, some of the players will
be the players of the future in the Na-
tional Basketball Association. And it
is always interesting to watch the big
names who will disappear until one
is talking with someone later,
reminiscing about the event or era,
wondering what ever happened to 01'
So-and-So. Some even become trivia
answers.
It was March of 1980. I was in the
convention room at the motel with
most of the other out-of-towners
who had come to Ogden, Utah for
the NCAA Western Regional
playoffs. It was my first event of such
magnitude.
One week earlier, -I had attended
the Big Sky Conference playoffs in
exactly the same place. During that
time, meetings of the presidents,
athletic directors and sports informa-
tion.directors, from every level of col-
legiate athletic participation, were
held. It wasjust a good time for all
the school's representatives 10 keep in
1HEARMY CAN HELP YOU
.GETAIIS,IOO EDGE
ONCOUECiE.
. The Army can help vou get an edge on life and.earn up to
$25,200 for college through the Montgomery 0,1 Bill Plus the·
-'. Army College Fund.
",; , Here's how it works. You
contribute $100 amonth for
the first year from your $630-
{l1usmonthly starting salary,
The government then con-
tributes its share, $9,600 from
the Montgomery 01 Billplus
$14,400 from the Army Col-
lege Fund (or a four-year
.enlistment.
Army opportunities get
" better every day. If you qualify, you could train in one of over
25? c~allenging and ~ewardin~ high-tech skills in fields like
. aylomcs and electronics, satellites and microwave communlca- .
nons, computer and radar operations- just to name a few. '
It m~ sense to eam while you learn .. For '.lore information
about gettmg money for college, call your Army Recruiter today.
Call 336-1056 in Boise.
ARM\r. BEALL YOU CAN'BE:
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If's tourney time in Boise
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
It is definitely tournament time in
Boise The slate high school basket-
ball finals were held March 4 in the
Pavilion and around the state. Now
that the Broncos have won the right .
to host the Big Sky Conference tour-
nament, there will be no gap between
the high school playoffs and the
NCAA Western Regionals, to be held
March 16-18. The Big Sky tourna-
ment will start March. 9 and run
through March II.
Even though the Broncos are tied
with the U of I Vandals, BSU gain-
ed the playoff site via a tie-breaker
rule.
"We would like to have it here, but
that is just the way it goes," U of I
Head Basketball Coach Kermit Davis
said. "I think Boise State will be a
great environment for a Big Sky
tournament ."
Sportscene
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
The BSU men's track team finish-
ed third, and the women's team tied.
for'second in the Big Sky Conference
Indoor Track and Field Champion-
ships March 4 at Moscow.
Rugene Greene won the triple
jump with a leap of 51-9, David
Lawyer raced to a 21.74:2 clocking in
the 220-metcr dash and Cliff Dillard
went 7-1 in the high jump to win for
Besides winning the homecourt
advantage BSU Head Basketball
Coach Bobby Dye said he thinks
there is more to the situation.
~·It's the one opportunity to
showcase the conference and have a
Mardi-Gras this time anyway because
of where it's going to be. Our fans
will turn out and do just a great job
and that's because our fans are our
fans and do just a super job."
Tickets will goon sale Monday for
season ticket holders for the entire
tournament and run through
Wednesday, at which time individual
game tickets will go on sale. Accor-
ding to BSU. Sports Information
Director Max Corbet, they would like
the parquet ticket holders to come in
Monday and the mezzanine and
balcony ticketholders to come in
Tuesday, The Varsity Center ticket of-
fice will be open 7 a.m.-9 p.rn, Mon-
day and Tuesday, All tickets have to
be picked up. The all-tournament
ticket is $33 and individual games are
$11.
Full-time BSU students can pur-
chase tickets starting Monday IO a.rn,
at all campus outlets except the Var-
sity Center. Prices are $16.50 for the
entire tournament and $5 for in-
dividual games.
Tho games are on tap March 9,
with No.3 seed Montana taking on
No. 6 seed Montana State at 6:30
p.m, and No. 4 seed Nevada-Reno
playing Weber State, the fifth seed,
at 9 p.rn.
March 10 will have the second-
seeded U of I Vandals playing the
winner of the Montana-MSU game
at 7:07 p.m. while the No. I-seed
Broncos play the UNR-WSC victor at
9:07 p.m.
The championship game will be
March IIwith those winners meeting
at 9:07 p.rn,
the men,
For the women.Crystal Young was
the big point tallicr, finishing second
in the shot put and winning in the
long jump.
00 •••••
The BSU women's basketball team
. qualified for the postseason tourna-
ment When Weber State beat Mon-
tana State March 3. The lady Bron-
cos will travel to Missoula, Mont. for
AlOS testing is available at
the BSU Student Health
Center and the Central
District Health Department.
The test is, free to full-fee
paying BSU students at the
Health Center. If you are part
of a high-risl< group or you
think you may havebe.enex-
posed totheHlv virus, you
should be tested.
-BI-AfART
MEfv;BERSHIP DISCOUNT STORE
BI~l."ART wiUbe recruitinq
on~a~pus WEDNESDA~
.MARCH15. If you are. interested
in learningabout BI-MART'sMan-
a~em~nt Tra'inin~ Pro~ram,'
make arrangements to see our
representative or send your
resume to: .
BI-MART Corporation
Tr\linln\l & Development
220 S. Seneca Rd.
Eu\lene, OR 97402
the playoffs March 10 and I I.
••• 00••
The BSU wrestling team finished
third in the pAC-IO, championships
Feb. 27 in Tempe, Ariz.
Three of the wrestlers will advance
to the·NCAA Championships March
17-18 at Oklahoma State University
in Stillwater, Okla. Pat McDade,
Travis Krawl and K.C. Lane 'will
represent BSU. BSU senior Trucy Trumbo performs on Ihe balance beam. the BSU
gymnastics learn will host.San Jose State Universily on March 11 at
6 p.m, in the Human Performance center for Ihe final home meet
of Ihe 1988"89 season. Admission is free 10 BSU Students with acti-
vi~y cards.
Planned Parenthood of Idaho
.has aclinicloeated at 4301 Franklin Rd.
A variety of services such as gynecological exams,
birth control services and supplies, pregnancy testing,
information, counseling and referral for pregnancy op-
tions, diagnosis and treatment of sexually transmitted
diseases and educational programs are available.
Call 345-0760 for information or to make anap- .
pointment. Day and evening appointments are
available. -
-
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Much of the correspondence in the
BSUcollection deals with political
attitudes regarding land issues, Jack
Trueblood said. "There is quite a bit
of correspondence withiSenator
Frank Church and Cecil, Andrus, .
when he was governor and while he
was -secretary of the interior," he
said. . . '
. "Other lettersdeal with other out-
door writers andresearch done for
led's articles,' ~he said. .
The collection also' contains his
daily diaries.. hunting and fishing .
notebooks, .which are .records of
specific techniques and areas, and
photographs and slides of "just
about everything, "Jack Trueblood
said. .
"Ted had attended CoO and U
of I, but neither school had come to
the family expressing any interest in
the collection," Jack Trueblood said...
"BSU had shown intetest in '1980
when Dr. Keiser honored dad with
the President's Award for Western
Life and Letters, and there is a
display in the Hemingway Western
Studies Center, ". he said.
BSU's· interest also is 'shown.
through a Trueblood Scholarship and
a Trueblood Internship program, he
said. "Hopefully, through these pro-
grams," Jack Trueblood said, "more
people will gain an interest in con-
servation, and that's what he would'
have wanted."
AI Virta, head of the BSU library's
special collections department, said,
"Thecollection isprimarily made up
of Ted Trueblood's personal
library-books he had collected.
There .are also typewritten
manuscripts of his articles."
"This collection documents the
(outdoor) lifestyle that is so popular
in Idaho," Virta said. "It shows the
importance of the outdoors in
Idaho's economy and quality of life.
It shows the-evolution.of conserva-
tion consciousness from the early en-
vironmental movement of the 1940s
to the 197050and it shows what place
Ted Trueblood had in it." .
There is so much material that "it
is quite a massive job to organize,"
Virta said •. "Next fall will be the
. earliest date that the collection will
be available to the public."
"We haven't seen everything yet
but there may (still) be other gems in
it," Virta said.
by Pamela J. Bulger
The University News
Trueblood collection comes to BSU
. ·c,····
by James L.Klncald
The University News
A collection of outdoor writer 'Ied
Trueblood's manuscripts and letters
and his personal library weredonated
to BSU in' December of 1988.
Trueblood wrote about hunting and
fishing in Idaho, but his wrltipg ex-
tends far beyond tracking big game
or angling- for brown trout, .
According to 'led Trueblood's son'
Jack Trueblood, Ted Trueblood was
a native Idahoan, born to parents
who had homesteaded near
Homedale.tled Trueblood's parents
never missed an opportunity to take
him on outdoor activities,' Jack
Trueblood said.
Ted Trueblood's flrst assignment
was not as an outdoor writer but as
a reporter for The Capitol News,' The
Deseret News and The Idaho Free
Press, Jack Trueblood said.
Ted started writing how-to and
when-and-where articles for. Field
and Stream. Jack Trueblood said.
That job evolved into fishing editor
for the magazine.he said.
"During the 1940s,Ted worked as
a staff writer and editor in the Field
and Stream's NewYorkoffice,"·Jack
Trueblood .said, "but he missed
Idaho. Even though it meant less
money, Ted took aposition as assis-
tant editor for the magazine and
mnvprl h~f'1< In Idaho where he con-
tributed a monthly column up until
his death in 1982." .,
lie also wrote for Outdoor Life,
True, Argosy, Elks Magazine and
others. Jack T.. ieblood said. "IIi-
four books are condensations of
those columns," he said.
As time passed, Ted Trueblood's
concerns and columns evolved from
sporting trips to conservation and
preservation, Jack Trueblood said.
In 1936, Ted Trueblood was the
public relations writer for the Idaho
Wildlife Federation, Jack Trueblood .
said. "It was decided that the com-
mission system of game management
was superior to politieal appointees,"
he said. "In 1938, the federation in-
troduced the first citizen's initiative
used in Idaho, and it was one of the
largest percentages of votes in favor
of any vote in Idaho. As a result,
game management was removed
from the political arena and placed
in the hands of the consequently
formed Fish and Game,
Commission. "
"Dad also did a lot of work on
preserving access to public lands,"
Jack Trueblood said. "He became the
president of the River of No Return
Wilderness Council."
"He was also involved in the Save
Our Public Lands Committee which
was raised to combat the Sagebrush
Rebellion," Jack Trueblood said.
"(The rebellion) was viewed as a
land-grabbing' scheme for private
tct;U," ~tt: saru,
Il
, J'
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continuedjrom page three.
Btaesmg said the plans include
turning the current meeting rooms
into a new residencehal1dining room
and servery, He said the Ada Lounge
should be converted to meeting
rooms, and a new lounge, with
natural light and a view of the
foothills; should be added. ,
Currently, the work being done is:
design development, Whichshould be
finished atthe end of April; planning -
and zoning approval, which should
be finished at the end of March;
value engineering, which. should be
finished in mid-March; interior
design, which should be finished at
the beginning of April; food service
design, which should be finished by
the beginning of April; structural
engineering, which should be finish-
ed in mid-March; mechanical
engineering, which should be finish-
ed at the end bf March; and electrieal
engineering. which should be finish-
ed at the end of March.
Bids should be taken ·throughout.
September of this year,Blaesing said,
and the final acceptance of bids will
be made by Oct. IS.
'"'Blaesing said he plans to hold
public information sessions on the
renovation sometime this semester.
Midsemester stress strikes
students, centers offer 'help
As the middle of the semester
. nears, student stress increases, and
some students do not know how
to handle it.
Dr. Nyborg, a physician at the
Student Health Center. said mid-
semester stress is not 'unusual:
"Stress is normal," Nyborg said.
Students should try to continue
. with their regular routines, he
said, but if stress interferes with
school, work, friends or other
aspects of their lives, it is time to
get help.
BSU freshman Kimberly Dodd,
said she thinks most students feel
the mid-semester stress. Dodd
usual1y does not get too stressed,
or at least tries not to, she said.
"I get stressed when I wait until
the last minute to do my
homework, or to. study for a
test," she said.
Dodd, who is on the BSU
volleyball team, said playing
volleyball every day, combined
with schoolwork, leaves little free
time for herself.
Schools, from page 1.
to steer black students to tradi-
tionally black campuses,
"We're saying the kids should
not' go to the University of
Wisconsin or Marquette until
those schools are more receptive
to blacks.r'.Stelly said. "Go to a
black college for your
undergraduate degree, where you
can be educated by blacks."
The effort follows more than
three years of racial. confronta-
tions on campuses. .
"As mid-term gets closer,my at-
titudes toward school get more in-
tense, so I know J have to buckle
down," Dodd said.
She said listening to music, ex-
cersing and walking by the river I
help relieve someofher-stress.--I----
The Writing Center is a: possi-
ble resource for students feeling
stress over assigned papers. The
center. has tutors 'who, teach
students how to overcome writing
problems. The tutors cannot,
however, write or proofread stu-
dent papers. The Writing Center
is located· in room 220.of the
Liberal Arts building, and the
center's number is 385-1298.
For more general stress-related
help, students may make appoint-
ments at the BSUCounseling and
Testing Center. The counselors
there will discuss personal or
academic problems with students
in order to help them maintain or
improve academic performance.
Tutors are available under some
. circumstances through the Office
of the Dean of Student Special
'Services. The special services
phone number is 385-1583. _
"I wasn't rubbing
it in-Ijust wanted
Eddie toknow
the score of
.last nights game."
Go ahead and gloat. You can
rub it in all the way to Chicago
with XI&T long Distance Service.
Besides, your best friend Eddie'
was the one whosaid your team
.could never win three straight.
So give him a call, It costs a
lot less than you think to let him
know who's headed for the Playoffs.
Reach out and touch someone'"
If youdllke to know more about
XI&T products and services, like
International Callingand the AW
Card, call us at 1 800 222·0300.
--
ATr.T
The right choice.
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SPRING BREAK'· FOR UNDER
$75. Stop by the Outdoor RENTAL
Center or call 38S-I946.Brice&Zion
National Parks. .:
For Sale-Blcycle-'-25 In. newMoto.
becanegold anodized paint. One of
a kind-must see to appreciate. $17S.
336-o70S.
Casa Elena Productions needs male
performers for a Latin-American ex-
travaganza. Do not have to be.
dancers-we will train. Interested call
386-9193.
Day Care. City Llcensed-i-great
facility close to BSU. Infants to
3-year-olds-excellent references.
Call 384-9003.'
For Sale. 197t"Datsun Pick-up and
Utility Trailer. Both with caps. $600
for both.
If you're sick and tired of being sick
and tired, Narcotics Anonymous
meetsMon.-Fri 12:10p.in; SUB An- .
nex II. Hotline-Call 383-0836.
TO TRANSFER: 2·year fitness co.
membership-ali transfer fees paid
by mewith first month's dues thrown
in ($16/mo.). Unlimited aerobic
classes, weights, bicycles, jacuzzi,
showers, and access to tanning
facilities. Registered dietician on
staff. Call Stacy at 345-6479evenings;
keep trying.
The world's finest teacher goes many
places and teaches many things. Her
class is an adventure, her lessons last
a lifetime. Her name isTRAVEL. Ex-
perience the world's classroom via
the BSU Studies Abroad Programs.
The programs feature hornestays, ex-
cursions, and excellent professors.
Financial aid applies. Contact the
Studies Abroad Office, Room 314
Education Building. Phone
385-3652.
DAN "SIGGY" MORRIS WILL
speak on sexual fantasies involving
fuzzy turnips and moldy chicken
nuggets under the Friendship Bridge
this week. For more basic
psychoanalysis, attend his News
Reporting and Writing class-he'll
tell you if you're anal retentive,
manic-depressive or delusional. Trust
him; he knows all.
Gifts, jewelry, cards, magazines,
posters, housewares and assorted
twentieth-century items of interest.
All this and an espresso bar.
, Young Adult Support. Group
(through age 23). Exploring Sexual
Identity and Alternative Life Styles.
Friday evenings 7-9 p.m. at The
Community Center, 1915W.State St.
Sponsored by Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and. Gays (PFLAG). For
more information call: Ruth Gar-
rison at 362-S316 or Peggy Zimmer-
man, M. Coun at 343-1202.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY.
ment-fisheries. Earn $600/wk. in
cannery, $8,OOO~$I2,OOOfor two
months on fishing vessel. Over 8,000
openings. No experience necessary.
Male or female. For 52-pUgeemploy-
ment booklet, send $6.95 to M & L
Research, Box 84008, Seattle, WA,
98124. 30-day, unconditional,
lOO-percent money back guarantee.
National marketing firm seeks am-
bltious, mature student to manage
on-campus promotions for top na-
tional companies this school year.
Flexible hours with earnings poten-
tialto $2,SOO.Call Lisanne or Rebec-
. ca P. at 1-8oo-S92-2121.
Easy WorkI Excellent Payl Assemble
products at home. Call for informa-
tion. 504-649-0670 Ext. 1429.
.FOREIGN STUDENTS Jon.
Hunting Guide (Rev. 1989). Send
$19.95 for the step-by-step guide.
lvySoft, P.O.Box 241090, Memphis,
TN 38124-1090.
SEARS ELECTRIC TYPEwriter
with memory correction. Like new.
With' case and accessories. $150.
Evenings 385-0541.
Easter Candy from the' Relired
Senior Citizens ~olunteer Program.
Help support our program! Wehave
6-oz. solid milk chocolate bunnies
$3, or 6-oz. multi-colored Easter
almonds. To order call 385-1153.
Rocky Horror Picture Show March
II 8 p.m. and midnite. SPEC Center
$2. Students sponsored by TKE.
'1101 W. Idaho St.
Boise. Idaho
83702
208-344-5383
HOURS
M-F 7am-7pm
Sat9am·7pm
Sun 9am-5pm
Contemporary Gifts & Espresso Bar .-:J
Brain
ran
by Jim
McColly
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PUZZLE SOLUTION
SO BIIIIlISifl I P IIIIFLIP
.A R A IIIlllHE R Olllll A' I NU
L A RG E R WAN EN
T A Mill BET YET
5 P E T TAR P E
EAR SER NA S T Y'
AN 5 P A R R R E
S T RAY EAT PEA
IIiii OG ALP DE E R
L I 0 HIS FUN
00 P E 5 oA ir~oA L TO LO UO ~EDE AD E R os AW
DOWN
1 Rejoice In
triumph
2 Spanish article
3 Conducted
4 Repulse
5 Indian mulberry
6 Doc~rlne
7 Loved one •
6 Stretcher
9 Exist
~~.~r~~~lebes
16 Supposing that
Jgf~
22 leaves
25 Weaken
27 Parent": colloq.
29 Timid
30, Small child
32 Stroke
34 Spider'. trap
36 Move from Iide
tOllde
37 Cloth measure
~g~:~~:yg.
respect
43, Roof 01 mouth
46 Pedal digit
46 Canine
50 zseence
52 Expunge
53 Surfeit
550epQslts
- ',57 Old pronoun
59 That woman
60 Plaything
61 Soak up ....
63 Condensed
moisture
67 Note of scale
69 Therefore
The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Mora\'
... Foray
8 Once around
track •
11 Splndla for
wheel
12 Otherwise •
13 Anger
14 Greek letter
15 plunge
17 Expert
19 Ancient
21 Gave food t,)
23 Decay
24 The aweetoop
26 Con(h~cled
28Cholcast
31 Short sleep
33 Animal'. fool
35 GrGek letter
36 Pronoun
38 MarChes
41 Symbollor
ytlrlum -
42 High mounlaln
44 Rocky hill
45 Small amount
47 Merry
49 Greek letter
51 AsIatic deera
54 Spanish plur.1
arllcla
56 Pigpen
56 Period 01 tlma
59 Platforma
62 Spread for
drying
54 Nut
65 Torrid
66 Weight of India
68 Actual being
70 Organ 01 BIght
71M .. t
72SQm>W
.5 .
i ...
- crusty hearth-baked bread
- slow roasted meats
.- old-fashioned sodas and malts
- daily specials
That's the Beanery!
OPEN FOR LUNCH & DINNER 7 DAYS A WEEK
. . 342-3456
10% OFF WITH STUDENT AND FACULTY ID
..~
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one e:
1.Buy a Macintosh.
·2.Add a peripheral ..
..... ..•.... -- _ _ ':.~,
: a Appld':l)~ lIalf
3.Getanice, fat check.
. Now through March 31,when you buy selectedMacintosh$SE,orMacintosh II, computers, you'll get;~
a rebate for~p to half the suggested retail price ofthe Apple®peripheralsyou add on -so you'll save up to $800.
Ask for. details todaywhere computers aresold on campus.
Apple Pays Half. .
The Campus Computer Store
Across from 'the Student Union Building
'Data Center Annex
